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Abstract
We consider the problem of learning the weighted edges of a mixture of two
graphs from epidemic cascades. This is a natural setting in the context of social
networks, where a post created by one user will not spread on the same graph if
it is about basketball or if it is about politics. However, very little is known about
whether this problem is solvable. To the best of our knowledge, we establish the
first conditions under which this problem can be solved, and provide conditions
under which the problem is provably not solvable. When the conditions are met,
i.e. when the graphs are connected, with distinct edges, and have at least three
edges, we give an efficient algorithm for learning the weights of both graphs with
almost optimal sample complexity (up to log factors). We extend the results to the
setting in which the priors of the mixture are unknown and obtain similar guaran-
tees.
1 Introduction
Epidemic models represent spreading phenomena on an underlying graph [25]. Such phenomena
includes diseases spreading among a population, security breaches in networks (malware attacks
on computer/mobile networks), chains of activation in various biological networks (activation of
synapses, variations in the levels of gene expression), circulation of information/influence (rumors,
news—real or fake, viral videos, advertisement campaigns) and so on.
Most settings assume the underlying graph is known (e.g., the gene regulatory network), and focus
onmodeling epidemics [6, 31, 14, 4, 32], detecting them [2, 3, 23, 22, 21, 20, 18], finding their source
[27, 28, 26, 29, 30], obfuscating the source, [9, 11, 10], or controlling their spread [7, 8, 15, 12].
The inverse problem, learning the graph from times of infection during multiple epidemics, has also
been extensively studied. The first theoretical guarantees were established by [24] for discrete-time
models. [1] tackled the problem for continuous-time models, for exponential distributions. [19]
solved the problem for correlated cascades. It has been shown in [16] that it is possible to robustly
learn the graph from noisy epidemic cascades, even in the presence of arbitrary noise.
However, this line of research always assumes that the epidemic cascades are all of the same kind,
and spread on one unique graph which entirely captures the dynamics of the spread. In reality,
our observations of cascades are far more granular: different kinds of epidemics spread on the
same nodes but through different mechanisms, i.e., different spreading graphs. Epidemic cascades
we observe will (most) often be a mixture of different kinds of epidemics. Without knowledge of
the “label” of the epidemic, how can we recover the individual spreading graphs? For a concrete
example, consider the ubiquitous Twitter graph. Individuals usually have multiple interests, and
will share tweets differently according to the underlying topics of the tweets. For instance, if a
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user is extremely interested in football and moderately interested in politics, she may retweet posts
on football frequently, whereas her retweets on politics will be rare. Interesting settings are those
where the epidemic label (in this simple case, “football” and “politics”) is not observable. While
“football” and “politics” may be easy to distinguish via basic NLP, the majority of settings will not
enjoy this property (e.g., she retweets football posts relating to certain teams, outcomes or special
plays). In fact, the focus on recovering the spreading graph stems precisely from the desire to study
very poorly-understood epidemics where we do not understand spreading mechanisms, symptoms,
etc. Examples outside the twitter realm (e.g., HIV when it first appeared [5]) abound.
In such cases, applying existing techniques for estimating the spreading graph would recover the
union of graphs in the mixture. For Twitter and other social networks, this is essentially already
available. More problematic, this union is typically not informative enough to predict the spread of
tweets, and may even be misleading.
We address precisely this problem. We consider a mixture of epidemics that spread on two unknown
weighted graphs when, for each cascade, the kind of epidemic (and hence the spreading graph)
remains hidden. We aim to accurately recover the weights of both the graphs from such cascades.
1.1 Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to study the inverse problem of learning mixtures
of weighted graphs from epidemic cascades. We address the following questions:
Identifiability: We prove the problem is unidentifiable when one of the graph of the mixture has a
connected component with less than three edges.
Recovery: Under the assumption that the underlying graphs are connected, have at least three edges
and the edge weights of the mixtures are separated, we prove the problem is solvable and give an
efficient algorithm to recover the weights of any mixture of connected graphs with any priors on
the same set of vertices.
Sample Complexity: We prove an information-theoretical lower bound on the samples complexity
of the problem and show that our algorithm matches the lower bound up to log factors.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Model for Sample Generation
We consider an instance of the independent cascade model [13, 17]. We observe independent epi-
demics spreading on a mixture of two graphs. In this section, we specify the dynamics of the
spreading process, the observation model, and the learning task.
Mixture model: We consider two weighted, undirected graphs G1 = (V,E1) and G2 = (V,E2)
on the same set of vertices V . The edges in the two graphs are weighted. For each edge (i, j) ∈ E1,
we have the weight pij and, similarly, for each (i, j) ∈ E2 we have the weight qij .
We assume the following from hereon, unless stated otherwise:
1. Both the graphs are undirected, i.e. pij = pji, and qij = qji.
2. The minimum weight of an edge is positive, i.e., pmin := min( min
(i,j)∈E1
pij , min
(i,j)∈E2
qij) > 0.
3. For an edge, (i, j) ∈ E1 ∩E2, its weights are well-separated, ∆ := min
(i,j)E1∩E2
|pij − qij | > 0.
We observe M independent and identically distributed epidemic cascades, which comes from the
following generative model.
Component Selection: For the m-th cascade the i.i.d. Bernoulli random variable Lm decides the
component of the mixture, i.e. its source graph is Gm = Gk if Lm = k for k = 1, 2. We first
consider the setting where {Lm} are unbiased Bernoulli random variable. We then consider the
extension of this model to a mixture of two graphs with unknown prior α: for each epidemicm, the
label is given by independent random variable L
′m, such that Pr(L
′m = 1) = α = 1 − Pr(L′m =
2).
2
Epidemic Spreading: Once the component of the mixture Gm is fixed, the epidemic spreads in
discrete time on graph Gm according to a regular one-step Susceptible → Infected → Removed
(SIR) process [24, 16]. At t = 0, epidemic m starts on a unique source, chosen uniformly at
random among the nodes of V . The source is in the Infected state, while all the other nodes are
in the Susceptible state. Let It (resp Rt) be the set of nodes in the Infected (resp. Removed) state
at time t. At each time step t ∈ N, all nodes in the Infected state try to infect their neighbors
in the Susceptible state, before transitioning to the Removed state during this same time step (i.e.,
Rt+1 = Rt ∪ It) 1. If i is in the Infected state at time t, and j is in the Susceptible state at the same
time (i.e i ∈ It, j ∈ St), then i infects j with probability pij if Gm = G1, and qij if Gm = G2.
Note that multiple nodes in the Infected state can infect the same node in the Susceptible state.
The process ends at the first time step such that all nodes are in the Susceptible or Removed state
(i.e., no node is in the Infected state). One realization of such a process from randomly picking the
component of the mixture and the source at t = 0 to the end of the process is called a cascade.
Observation: For each cascade m we do not have the knowledge of the underlying component
Gm, and we treat this as a missing label. For each cascade, we have access to the complete list
of infections: we know which node infected which node at which time (one node can have been
infected by multiple nodes). Such a list is called a sample.
2.2 Learning Objective:
Our goal is to learn all the weights of all the edges of both graphs of the mixture, up to precision
ǫ < min(∆, pmin). Specifically, we want to provide pˆij and qˆij for all vertex pairs i, j ∈ V such
thatmaxi,j∈V 2 max(|pij − pˆij |, |qij − qˆij |) < ǫ.
3 Main Results
In this section we present our main results on the impossibility and recoverability of edge weights
in a mixture of components. The proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 are deferred to the Appendix,
whereas we present proof sketch for Theorem 2 for the unbiased mixture case along with an algo-
rithm.
1. Impossibility Result Under Infinite Samples
Condition 1. The graphG = (V,E1∪E2) is connected and has at least three edges: |E1∪E2| ≥ 3.
The above condition is a necessary condition for recovery.
Theorem 1. Suppose Condition 1 is violated, then it is impossible to recover the edge weights
corresponding to each graph (even with infinite samples and for unbiased mixtures).
2. Recoverability Result with Finite Samples
Condition 2. The mixtures in the graph G = (V,E1 ∪ E2) are well-separated, that is, ∆ > 0 and
the bias of the mixture α ∈ (0, 1) is known.
The above condition along with the previous one turn out to be sufficient for recovering the mixtures.
Theorem 2. Suppose Condition 1 and 2 are true, there exists an algorithm that runs on epidemic
cascades over an unbiased mixture of two undirected, weighted graphs G1 = (V,E1) and G2 =
(V,E2), and recovers the edge weights corresponding to each graph up to precision ǫ in time O(N
2)
and sample complexity O
(
N logN
ǫ2∆4
)
, where N = |V |.
Remarks on Condition 1 and 2:
• Condition 1 is necessary for identifiability. Suppose G has two (or more) connected components
A and B. We write Ai = A ∩ Ei, Bi = B ∩ Ei. Since all epidemics have a unique source, no
single cascade involves edges in bothA andB. Let E′1 = A1∪B2. We notice both E1 andE′1 yield
1Once a node is in the Removed state, the spread of the epidemic proceeds as if this node were no longer on
the graph.
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identical cascade distributions. Therefore, if the union of the graphs is not connected, the solution is
not unique.
Furthermore, Suppose both V has exactly two nodes i and j, with pij = β = 1 − qij . We notice
that the cascades on these two nodes have the same distribution independently of the value of β.
Therefore, it is impossible to disentangle the mixture. For three nodes, the situation is slightly more
complex: if |E1 ∪ E2| < 3, we cannot recover the weights of the mixture (see counterexamples in
Appendix A.1). If |E1 ∪ E2| = 3, we can recover the edges as long as they form a triangle. This
special case is treated in Appendix B.4. For connected graphs of four nodes or more, we always
have at least three edges.
• Condition 1 and 2 both are needed for our algorithm to work. However, we note that if the graph
we obtain by removing all non well-separated edges is still connected, we can detect and learn all
the edges of the graph (see Appendix A.2). This in particular makes our algorithm resistant to the
presence of bots in the network that would retweet everything indifferently. Furthermore, we believe
when α is unknown then there are instances with four nodes which are impossible to learn. We leave
recoverability open for unknown α.
3. Lower Bound on Sample Complexity
Condition 3. The mixtures in the graph G(V,E1 ∪ E2) each exhibit correlation decay, i.e. ∀i ∈
V,
∑
k∈V pki < 1− γ and ∀i ∈ V,
∑
k∈V qki < 1− γ for some γ ∈ (0, 1).
We prove the following lower bound (see Appendix C) on sample complexity under correlation
decay which is standard in the literature (cf. [24]).
Theorem 3. Suppose Condition 1, 2, and 3 are true, then we need at least Ω
(
γ
N log( 1ǫ )
log(N)
)
samples
to learn a mixture of graphs within precision ǫ.
4 Learning graphs for unbiased mixture priors
In this section, we provide our main algorithm that recovers the edge weights on the graph under the
conditions presented in Theorem 1. We focus on the setting of unbiased mixture priors for ease of
exposition. We refer the reader to Supplementary D for the results on the biased mixture case.
Outline of Main Algorithm 1 We first notice that we can learn the degree of each node with
respect to E1 ∪ E2 by looking at a simple estimator (Section 4.1).
We then notice that if a node is of degree two, or at least three, we can design estimators to learn all
the edges of its neighborhood from the cascades. Although the estimators are different in these two
cases, they both allow us to learn those edges independently of the rest of the graph (Section 4.2).
We finally show that these estimators are expressive enough for us to learn any mixture of connected
graphs on at least four nodes, and we provide an explicit algorithm (Algorithm 1) which does so.
This shows correctness of Theorem 1 for unbiased mixtures.
4.1 Learning the Edges in E1 ∪ E2
We recall that Im0 is the set containing the unique source of the epidemic for cascadem.
Definition 1. Let u and a be two distinct nodes of V. We define:
Xˆua :=
1
M
∑M
m=1 1u→a,u∈Im0
1
M
∑M
m=1 1u∈Im0
→M→∞ Xua.
We compute the limit of this estimator:
Claim 1. If u and a are two distinct nodes of V such that (u, a) ∈ E1 ∪E2, then:
Xua = Pr(u→ a | u ∈ I0) = pua + qua
2
≥ pmin
2
.
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a u
b
c
(a) A star vertex u, with edges (u, a), (u, b)
and (u, c) in E1 ∪E2.
a u b c
(b) A line vertex u, with edges (u, a), (u, b) and
(b, c) in E1 ∪E2.
Proof. Using the law of large number and Slutsky’s Lemma, it is immediate to see that Xua =
Pr(u→ a | u ∈ I0). Then:
Xua =
Pr(u→ a, u ∈ I0 | Lm = 1)Pr(Lm = 1) + Pr(u→ a, u ∈ I0 | Lm = 2)Pr(Lm = 2)
Pr(u ∈ I0 | Lm = 1)Pr(Lm = 1) + Pr(u ∈ I0 | Lm = 2)Pr(Lm = 2)
=
pua
1
N
1
2 + qua
1
N
1
2
1
N
1
2 +
1
N
1
2
=
pua + qua
2
.
This estimator can therefore be used to learn whether or not there exists an edge in the mixture.
Corollary 1. Let u and a be two distinct nodes of V . Then:
• If there exists an edge between u and a in E1 ∪ E2, thenXua ≥ pmin2 > 0.
• If there exists no edge between u and a, thenXua = 0.
Corollary 2. We can write an algorithm LEARNEDGES, which takes as inputs all the Xua for all
pairs (u, a), and returns all the edges of E1 ∪ E2 (See Appendix, Algorithm B).
4.2 Learning Star and Line Vertices: Base Estimators
In this section, we show how we recover the weights of both mixture components in a node-by-node
fashion. We start from the easy case, when the node we consider has degree at least three.
4.2.1 Star vertex
Definition 2. A star vertex is a vertex u ∈ V of degree at least three in E1 ∪E2. Let a and b be two
distinct neighbors of u. For a star vertex, we define:
Yˆua,ub =
1
M
∑M
m=1 1u→a,u→a,u∈Im0
1
M
∑M
m=1 1u∈Im0
→M→∞ Yua,ub.
Claim 2. In the limit of infinite samples, for u star vertex and a, b and c as in Figure 1a:
Yua,ub = Pr(u→ a, u→ b | u ∈ I0) = puapub + quaqub
2
.
Proof. One crucial point to notice is that if u is the source, no other node could have infected a or b
before u infected them. Therefore, we know for a fact that both a and b are susceptible. If the source
had been any other node, the probability that a (or b) was not removed would have depended on
the (unknown) weights of both mixtures, and we could not have obtained the simplification desired.
Once this has been noticed, the proof for Yua,ub is almost identical to the proof in Claim 1.
Lemma 1. Suppose Conditions 1 and 2 are verified. Let sua ∈ {−1, 1}. In the setting of infinite
samples, the weight of any edge (u, a) connected to a star vertex u, with distinct neighbors a, b and
c in E1 ∪ E2, is given by:
pua = Xua + sua
√
(Yua,ub −XuaXub)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc)
Yub,uc −XubXuc ,
qua = Xua − sua
√
(Yua,ub −XuaXub)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc)
Yub,uc −XubXuc .
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Proof. We notice that for i 6= j ∈ {a, b, c}, Yui,uj −XuiXuj = (pui−qui)(puj−quj)4 . Therefore,
|pua − qua|
2
=
√
(pua − qua)(pub − qub)
4
· (pua − qua)(puc − quc)
4
· 4
(pub − qub)(puc − quc)
=
√
(Yua,ub −XuaXub)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc)
Yub,uc −XubXuc .
Since Xua =
pua+qua
2 , we have pua =
pua+qua
2 +
|pua−qua|
2 or pua =
pua+qua
2 − |pua−qua|2 , which
gives the required result.
Corollary 3. We can write an algorithm LEARNSTAR, which takes as input a star vertex u, the set
of edges of E1 ∪E2, and all theXui and Yui,uj for all (i, j) distinct neighbors of u, and returns all
the weights of the edges connected to u in both mixtures (See Appendix, Algorithm C).
4.2.2 Line vertex
Definition 3. Let u, a, b and c be four distinct nodes of V, such that (a, u), (u, b) and (b, c) belong in
E1∪E2. Suppose also that u has degree exactly two in E1∪E2. We call such a node u a line vertex
(see Figure 1b). For a line vertex, we define:
1. Yˆ
|
ua,ub =
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1u→a,u→a,u∈Im0
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1u∈Im0
→M→∞ Y |ua,ub.
2. Yˆ
|
ub,bc =
1
M
∑M
m=1 1u→b,b→c,u∈I
m
0
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1u∈I
m
0
→M→∞ Y |ub,bc.
3. Zˆ
|
ua,ub,bc =
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1u→a,u→b,b→c,u∈Im0
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1u∈Im0
→M→∞ Z |ua,ub,bc.
Claim 3. In the limit of infinite samples, for u line vertex and a, b and c as in Figure 1b:
1. Y
|
ua,ub = Pr(u→ a, u→ b | u ∈ I0) = puapub+quaqub2
2. Y
|
ub,bc = Pr(u→ b, b→ c | u ∈ I0) = pubpbc+qubqbc2 .
3. Z
|
ua,ub,bc = Pr(u→ a, u→ b, b→ c | u ∈ I0) = puapubpbc+quaqubqbc2 .
Proof. The result for Y |ua,ub was proven in Claim 2.
However, the proof for Y |ub,bc and Z
|
ub,bc,bc is different. The proof relies heavily on the fact that u is
of degree 2, which implies in particular that there are no edges between u and c (or in other words,
puc = quc = 0).
Y
|
ub,bc = Pr(u→ b, b→ c | u ∈ I0) = Pr(u→ b, u 6→ c, b→ c | u ∈ I0)
=
pub(1 − puc)pbc 1N 12 + qub(1− quc)qbc 1N 12
1
N
1
2 +
1
N
1
2
=
pubpbc + qubqbc
2
.
The proof is almost identical for Z |ub,bc,bc.
Lemma 2. Suppose Conditions 1 and 2 are verified. Let sua, sub and sbc be in {−1, 1}, and let
R| = XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
Xub
. In the setting of infinite samples, the weights of the
edges for a line structure are then given by:
pua = Xua + sua
√√√√ (Y |ua,ub −XuaXub)R|
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc
, qua = Xua − sua
√√√√(Y |ua,ub −XuaXub)R|
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc
,
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pbc = Xuc + sbc
√√√√(Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)R|
Y
|
ua,ub −XucXua
, qbc = Xuc − sbc
√√√√ (Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)R|
Y
|
ua,ub −XucXua
pub = Xub + sub
√
(Y
|
uc,ua −XucXua)(Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)
R|
,
qub = Xub − sub
√
(Y
|
uc,ua −XucXua)(Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)
R|
.
Proof. In this case, there is no edge between u and c, which implies that puc = quc = 0. Hence,
we cannot use a variation of the equation above for finding the edges of a star structure without
dividing by zero. Therefore, we need to make use of the estimator Z |ua,ub,bc. We notice a remarkable
simplification:
XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
Xub
=
1
4
(pua − qua)(pbc − qbc).
We then use the same proof techniques as in Lemma 1, and obtain the required result. See detailed
calculations in Appendix F.
Corollary 4. We can write an algorithm LEARNLINE, which takes as input a line vertex u, the set
of the edges of E1 ∪ E2, and the limit of the estimators Xua, Xub, Xbc, Y |ua,ub, Y |ub,bc, Z |ua,ub,bc
for a, b and c as in Figure 1b, and returns the weights of the edges (u, a), (u, b) and (b, c) in both
mixtures (see Appendix, Algorithm D).
4.3 Resolving Sign Ambiguity across Base Estimators
The following lemma handles the sign ambiguity (sua) introduced above.
Lemma 3. Suppose Condition 1 and 2 are true, in the setting of infinite samples, for edges
(u, a), (u, b) with a 6= b for any vertex u with degree ≥ 2, the sign pattern sua, sub satisfy the
following relation.
suasub = sgn(Yua,ub −XuaXub).
Proof. From previous analysis, we have sgn(pua − qua) = sua. Therefore:
sgn(Yua,ub −XuaXub) = sgn
(
(pua − qua)(pub − qub)
4
)
= suasub.
Thus fixing sign of one edge gives us the signs of all the other edges adjacent to a star
vertex. A similar relationship can be established among the edges of a line vertex, using
sgn
(
XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
Xub
)
.
4.4 Main Algorithm
We can now turn to the main algorithm (see Algorithm 1). This algorithm first uses the algorithms
LEARNEDGES (Corollary 2) to learn all the edges of E1 ∪ E2. It then calls LEARN2NODES as an
initialization, which learns all weights of the edges connected to two initial nodes (see Appendix,
Algorithm E). The set S, which only contains nodes for which the weights of each incident edge has
been learned, is initialized with these two nodes.
Then, at each iteration, of our algorithm we pick one node connected to S. If this node is a star
vertex, we learn all the weights of its neighborhood using LEARNSTAR (Corollary 3). If this node
is a line vertex, we we learn all the weights of its neighborhood using LEARNLINE (Corollary 4).
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If this node has degree one, we have already learned all the weights of the edges connected to it,
so we proceed without doing anything. Finally, since we have learned all the weights of the edges
connected to this new node, we can add it to S. We keep growing S until S = V .
Algorithm 1 Learn the weights of undirected edges of any mixture of connected graphs.
Input Vertex set V
Output Edge weights for the two epidemics graphs
1: //Identify the edges of the underlying graph.
2: E ← LEARNEDGES(V )
3: // Learn the edge weights for 2 nodes.
4: S,W ← LEARN2NODES(V,E)
5: while S 6= V do
6: Select u ∈ S, v ∈ V \S such that (u, v) ∈ E
7: // If u has degree 3 or greater, we use the star primitive.
8: if deg(v)≥ 3 then
9: W ←W ∪ LEARNSTAR(v, E,W )
10: // If u has degree 2, we use the line primitive.
11: if deg(v) = 2 then
12: Set w ∈ S such that (u,w) ∈ E
13: Set t ∈ V such that (v, t) ∈ E and t 6= u
14: if t 6∈ S then
15: W ←W ∪ LEARNLINE(t, v, u, w, S,W )
16: // If u has degree 1, we have already learned its edge.
17: S ← S ∪ {v}
18: ReturnW
4.4.1 Correctness of Algorithm 1
To prove the correctness of the main algorithm, we show the following invariant:
Lemma 4. At any point in the algorithm, the entire neighborhood of any node of S has been learned
and recorded inW :
∀u ∈ S, ∀v ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E =⇒ (u, v) ∈ W.
Proof. We prove the above by induction on the iteration of the while loop. Note that by Lemma
I, after calling LEARN2NODES, W contains all edges adjacent to the two vertices in S. Hence the
base case is true. Let us assume that after k iterations of the loop, the induction hypothesis holds. If:
• deg(v) ≥ 3: By Corollary 3, we recover all edges adjacent to the star vertex v by using LEARN-
STAR. Sign consistency is ensured using edge (u, v) ∈ W since u ∈ S.
• deg(v) = 2: There exists w ∈ S such that (u,w) ∈ E since |S| ≥ 2 and is connected. Since
deg(v) = 2, there exists t 6= u such that (t, v) ∈ E. Now if t ∈ S then (t, v) ∈ W and we are done.
If t 6∈ S then v is a line vertex for t − v − u − w. Corollary 4 guarantees recovery of all edges on
the line by using LEARNLINE. Sign consistency is ensured through edge (v, u).
• deg(v) = 1: Since u ∈ S, we have (u, v) ∈ W , so we are done.
Thus by induction, after every iteration of the for loop, the invariant is maintained.
Theorem 4. Suppose Condition 1 and 2 are true, Algorithm 1 learns the edge weights of the two
mixtures in the setting of infinite samples.
Proof. Since at every iteration, the size of S increases by 1, after at most |V | iterations, we have
S = V . Using the above lemma we have thatW contains all the edges of the graph.
4.4.2 Finite Sample Complexity
In this section, we investigate what happens if we use a finite sample estimate of the limit of the
estimators defined above (see Appendix B.3 for detailed calculations):
Theorem 5. Suppose Condition 1 and 2 are true, with probability 1 − δ, with
M = N · 412
p6
min
∆4·ǫ2 log
(
12N2
δ
)
= O (Nǫ2 log (Nδ )) samples, we can learn all the edges of the mix-
ture of the graphs within precision ǫ.
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A Preliminaries
A.1 Counterexamples
Let G = (V,E1 ∪ E2) be the union of the graphs from both mixtures. In this subsection, we prove
it is impossible to learn the weights of E1 and E2 if G has less than three edges:
One edge: For a graph on two nodes, we have already seen that the cascade distribution are iden-
tical if p12 = β = 1− q12, for any value of β, which proves the problem is not solvable.
Two edges: When we have two nodes and two edges, we can without loss of generality assume
that node 1 is connected to node 2 and node 3. Then, if:
• p12 = β
• q12 = 1− β
• p13 =
1
2− β2+ 14
1
2−β
• q13 =
1
4− β2
1
2−β
The cascade distribution is identical for any value of β < 12 . By simple calculations, we can show
the following,
• Fraction of cascades with only node 1 infected: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades with only node 2 infected: 16 .
• Fraction of cascades with only node 3 infected: 16 .
• Fraction of cascades where 3 infected 1, but 1 did not infect 2: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades where 3 infected 1, 1 infected 2: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades where 1 infected 3, but 1 did not infect 2: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades where 1 infected 2, but 1 did not infect 3: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades where 1 infected 3 and 2: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades where 2 infected 1, but 1 did not infect 3: 112 .
• Fraction of cascades where 2 infected 1, then 1 infected 3: 112 .
Since the distribution of cascades is the same for any value of β < 12 , the problem is not solvable.
A.2 Mixtures which are not well-separated
In this section, we show how to detect and deduce the weights of edges which have the same weight
across both component of the mixture. We assume bothG1 and G2 follow Conditions 1 and 2 if we
remove all non-distinct edges, and in particular remain connected.
Suppose there exists an edge (i, j) in the graph, such that pij = qij > 0. Then in particular, there
exists another edge connecting i to the rest of the graph G1 through node k, such that pik 6= qik .
Then:
Lemma E. SupposeG1 andG2 follow assumption 2 after removing all non-distinct edges. We can
detect and learn the weights of non-distinct edges the following way:
IfXij > 0, and ∀k ∈ V, Xik > 0 =⇒ Yik,ij −XikXij = 0, then pij = qij = Xij .
Proof. Since G1 is connected on three nodes or more even when removing edge (i, j), we know
there exists a node l such either l is connected to either i or k. Therefore, either Yik,il −XikXil > 0
or Yki,kl −XkiXkl > 0. In both these cases, we deduce pik 6= qik. This in turns allow us to detect
that pij = qij . Once this edge is detected, it is very easy to deduce its weight, since pij = Xij = qij
by definition.
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B Proofs for unbiased mixtures
B.1 Estimators - proofs
Lemma F. Under Conditions 1 and 2, in the setting of infinite samples, the weights of the edges for
a line structure are then given by:
pua = Xua + sua
√√√√ (Y |ua,ub −XuaXub)R|
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc
, qua = Xua − sua
√√√√(Y |ua,ub −XuaXub)R|
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc
,
pbc = Xuc + sbc
√√√√(Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)R|
Y
|
ua,ub −XucXua
, qbc = Xuc − sbc
√√√√ (Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)R|
Y
|
ua,ub −XucXua
pub = Xub + sub
√
(Y
|
uc,ua −XucXua)(Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)
R|
,
qua = Xua − sua
√
(Y
|
ua,ub −XucXua)(Y |ub,bc −XuaXbc)
R|
,
where R| = XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
Xub
, and for sua ∈ {−1, 1}.
Proof. In this case, there is no edge between u and c, which implies that puc = quc = 0. Hence, we
cannot use a variation of the equation above for finding the edges of a star structure without dividing
by zero. Therefore, we need to use Z |ua,ub,bc. Let R
| = XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
Xub
.
We notice a remarkable simplification:
R| = XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
Xub
=
pua + qua
2
· pbc + qbc
2
+
puapubpbc+quaqubqbc
2 − pua+qua2 · puapbc+quaqbc2 − pbc+qbc2 · puapua+quaqua2
pub+qub
2
=
1
4
(puapbc + puaqbc + quapbc + quaqbc) +
2
pub + qub
[
puapubpbc + quaqubqbc
2
−1
4
(puapubpbc + quapubpbc + puaqubqbc + quaqubqbc)
−1
4
(puapubpbc + puapubqbc + quaqubpbc + quaqubqbc)
]
=
1
4
(puapbc + puaqbc + quapbc + quaqbc)− 1
2(pub + qub)
[quapubpbc + puaqubqbc + puapubqbc + quaqubqbc]
=
1
4
(puapbc + quapbc + quaqbc + puaqbc)− 1
2(pub + qub)
[(pub + qub)(quapbc + puaqbc)]
=
1
4
(puapbc + quaqbc − puaqbc − quapbc)
=
1
4
(pua − qua)(pbc − qbc)
We can then use the same proof techniques as in Lemma 1, and finally obtain:
|pua − qua| =
√√√√√√(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXua)
(
XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
Xub
)
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc
.
This gives us the required result.
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B.2 Main algorithm - proofs
Here we will present in detail the sub-routines required by our algorithm and the essential lemmas
needed for our main proof.
LearnEdges This procedure detects the edges in the underlying graph using the estimateXuv .
Algorithm B LEARNEDGES
Input Vertex set V
Output Edges of the graph
1: Set E ← ∅
2: for u < v ∈ V do
3: Compute Xˆuv
4: if Xˆuv ≥ ǫ then
5: E ← E ∪ {(u, v)}
6: Return E
Claim D. LEARNEDGES(V ) outputs E such that E = E1 ∪ E2.
Proof. For each pair of nodes u, v ∈ V , if (u, v) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 then Xuv 6= 0 since Xuv = 0 if and
only if puv = quv = 0, which is equivalent to the edge (u, v) not belonging in the mixture.
LearnStar This procedure returns the weights of the outgoing edges of a star vertex using the star
primitive discussed before.
Algorithm C LEARNSTAR
Input Star vertex u ∈ V , edge set E, weightsW
OutputWeights of edges adjacent to u
1: Use star primitive with star vertex u and learn all adjacent edges weightsW ∗.
2: ifW = ∅ then
3: Fix sign of any edge and ensure sign consistency.
4: else
5: Set v ∈ V such that (u, v) ∈ W .
6: Use suv to remove sign ambiguity
7: ReturnW ∗.
Lemma G. If deg(u) ≥ 3, LEARNSTAR(u, S,W ) recovers pua, qua for all a such that (u, a) ∈ E.
Proof. The proof follows from using Lemma 1 on star vertex u (degree of u ≥ 3) and using Lemma
3 to resolve sign ambiguity through fixing an edge or suv ((u, v) ∈W hence know sign).
LearnLine This procedure returns the weights of the edges of a line a− b− c− d rooted at vertex
b of degree 2 using the line primitive discussed before.
Algorithm D LEARNLINE
Input Line a− b− c− d with deg(b) = 2, edge set E, weightsW
OutputWeights of edges (a, b), (b, c), (c, d)
1: Use line primitive on a− b− c− d rooted at b and learn all edges weightsW |.
2: ifW = ∅ then
3: Fix sign of any edge and ensure sign consistency.
4: else
5: Find edge e ∈ {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d)} such that e ∈ W .
6: Use se to remove sign ambiguity.
7: ReturnW |.
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Lemma H. If deg(b) = 2, LEARNLINE(a, b, c, d, S,W ) recovers pab, qab, pbc, qbc, pcd, qcd.
Proof. The proof follows from using Lemma 2 on line a − b − c − d rooted at vertex b (degree of
b = 2) and using Lemma 3 to resolve sign ambiguity by fixing an edge or using se.
Learn2Nodes This procedure chooses a pair of connected vertices in our graph and outputs the
weights of all outgoing edges of each of the two vertices. We initialize our algorithm using this
procedure.
Algorithm E LEARN2NODES
Input Vertex set V , Edge Set E
Output Set of 2 vertices V , Weight of all edges adjacent to the verticesW
1: W = ∅
2: Set u = argmaxa∈V deg(a)
3: Set v = argmina∈V,(u,a)∈E deg(a)
4: if deg(u) ≥ 3 then
5: W ← LEARNSTAR(u,E,W )
6: if deg(v) = 3 then
7: W ←W ∪ LEARNSTAR(v, E,W )
8: else if deg(v) = 2 then
9: Let t ∈ V be such that (t, v) ∈ E and t 6= u
10: Let w ∈ V be such that (w, u) ∈ E and w 6= v, t
11: if v = t then
12: W ←W ∪ LEARNLINE(t, v, u, w,W )
13: else
14: w be such that (w, u) ∈ E and w 6= v
15: if deg(v) = 2 then
16: Let t ∈ V be such that (t, v) ∈ E and t 6= u
17: W ← LEARNLINE(w, u, v, t,W )
18: else
19: Let t ∈ V be such that (t, w) ∈ E and t 6= w
20: W ← LEARNLINE(v, u, w, t,W )
21: Return (u, v),W
Lemma I. Under Conditions 1 and 2, LEARN2NODES(V ) outputs two connected nodes (u, v) and
weights of all edges adjacent to u, v.
Proof. We will break the proof down into cases based on the degree of chosen vertices u, v as
follows,
• deg(u) ≥ 3: By Lemma G, we can recover all the edges of u and fix a sign.
– deg(v) ≥ 3: By Lemma G, we can recover all the edges of v and ensure sign consis-
tency by using the edge (u, v).
– deg(v) = 2: Since deg(v) = 2, there exists a vertex t 6= u such that (t, u) ∈ E.
Since deg(u) ≥ 3, there must exist w 6= t, u such that (u,w) ∈ E. Now we have line
primitive t − v − u − w with deg(v) = 2 and Lemma H guarantees recovery of the
edge weights.
– deg(v) = 1, then we already know all the edges adjacent to v.
• deg(u) = 2, deg(v) = 2: Since the max degree of the graph is 2 and it is connected then it
can either be a line or a cycle. There are at least 4 nodes in the graph, thus there existw 6= v
such that (w, u) ∈ E and t 6= u,w such that (v, t) ∈ E. This gives a path w − u − v − t
with deg(u) = 2 and Lemma H guarantees recovery of all edges.
• deg(u) = 2, deg(v) = 1: As in the previous case, the underlying graph is a line. Therefore
there exist path v − u−w − t and we can similarly apply Lemma H to guarantee recovery
of all edges.
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B.3 Finite sample complexity - proofs
In this section, we provide explicit proof for the sample complexity of our algorithm. To do so, we
bound below the number of cascades starting on each node through Bernstein inequality, and use
this number to obtain concentration of all the estimators.
Definition D. AmongM cascades, letMu be the number of times node u is the source.
Claim E. With M samples, every node is the source of the infection at least M2N times with proba-
bility at least 1− e− 3M26N .
Proof. Among M cascade, the expectation of Mu is MN , since the source is chosen uniformly at
random among the N vertices of V . Since Mu can be seen as the sum of Bernoulli variable of
parameter 1N , we can use Bernstein’s inequality to bound it below:
Pr(Mu <
M
2N
) = Pr
(
M
N
−Mu > M
2N
)
≤ e−
( M2N )
2
2M 1
N
(1− 1
N
)+ 1
3
M
2N
≤ e− 3M26N .
Claim F. Let u either be a star vertex, with neighbors a, b and c, or be part of a line structure rooted
in u, with neighbors a, b, and c neighbor of b. SupposeMu ≥ M2N . Then withM = Nǫ2 log
(
12N2
δ
)
samples, with probability at least 1− δ6N2 , we can guarantee any of the following:
1. ∀r ∈ a, b, c,
∣∣∣Xˆur −Xur∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ1.
2. ∀r 6= s ∈ {a, b, c}, |Yˆ ∗ur,us − Yˆ ∗ur,us| ≤ ǫ1.
3. |Yˆ |ua,ub − Yˆ |ua,ub| ≤ ǫ1 and |Yˆ |ua,ab − Yˆ |ua,ab| ≤ ǫ1.
4. |Zˆ |ua,ub,bc − Z |ua,ub,bc| ≤ ǫ1.
Proof. By Hoeffding’s inequality:
Pr(|Xˆur −Xur| > ǫ1) = Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣
Mu∑
m=1
1{u→r | u∈I0} −Mu ·Xur
∣∣∣∣∣ > Mu · ǫ1
)
≤ Pr


∣∣∣∣∣∣
M
2N∑
m=1
1{u→r | u∈I0} −
M
2N
·Xur
∣∣∣∣∣∣ >
M
2N
· ǫ1


≤ 2e−2 M2N ǫ21 .
Therefore, the quantity above is smaller than δ6N2 for M ≥ Nǫ21 log
(
12N2
δ
)
. The proof is almost
identical for the other quantities involved.
ClaimG. If we can estimateXua, Y
∗
ua,ub, Y
|
ua,ab andZ
|
ua,ub,bc within ǫ1, we can estimate pua within
precision ǫ = 41
p3
min
∆2
· ǫ1.
Proof. If u is of degree three or more, we use a star primitive to estimate it. Let a, b and c be three
of its neigbors:
pˆua = Xˆua + sua
√
(Yˆua,ub − XˆuaXˆub)(Yˆua,uc − XˆuaXˆuc)
Yˆub,uc − XˆubXˆuc
15
≤ Xua + ǫ1
+ sua
(
(Yua,ub −XuaXub + sua (1 +Xua +Xub) ǫ1)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc + sua [1 +Xua +Xuc) ǫ1)
Yub,bc −XubXuc − sua (1 +Xub +Xuc) ǫ1)
] 1
2
≤ Xua + ǫ1 + sua
√
(Yua,ub −XuaXub)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc)
Yub,uc −XubXuc

(1 + sua 3ǫ1∆24 )2
1− sua 3ǫ1∆2
4


1
2
≤ pua + ǫ1 + pua
(
12
∆2
+
6
∆2
)
· ǫ1 + o(ǫ1)
≤ pua + 19
∆2
· ǫ1 + o(ǫ1).
Where we have used Yur,us − XurXus ≥ ∆24 , s2ua = 1, pua ≤ 1, 1 ≤ 1∆2 . We then conclude by
symmetry.
If u is of degree two, we use a line primitive to estimate it:
pˆua = Xˆua + sua
√√√√√√ (Yˆ
|
ua,ub − XˆuaXˆub)
(
XˆuaXˆbc +
Zˆ
|
ua,ub,bc
−XˆuaYˆ |ub,bc−XˆbcYˆ
|
ua,ub
Xˆub
)
Yˆ
|
ub,bc − XˆuaXˆbc
≤ Xua + ǫ1 + sua
√√√√√√ (Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub + 3suaǫ1)
(
XuaXbc + 2ǫ1 +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
+5suaǫ1
Xub−suaǫ1
)
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc − 3suaǫ1
.
As shown in the proof of Lemma 2, we have:
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub =
1
2
(pub + qub)(quapbc + puaqbc)
≥ p
3
min
2(
XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
Xub
)
=
1
4
(pua − qua)(pbc − qbc)
≥ ∆
2
4
.
Therefore:
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub + 5suaǫ1
Xub − suaǫ1 ≤
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
Xub


1 + sua
5ǫ1
p3
min
2
1− sua ǫ1pmin
2


≤ Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
Xub
+ sua
(
12
p3min
)
ǫ1 + o(ǫ1).
We also have:
XuaXbc + 2ǫ1 +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub + 5suaǫ1
Xub − suaǫ1 ≤
(
XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
Xub
)
·
(
1 + sua
14
p3
min
∆2
4
ǫ1
)
+ o(ǫ1).
Combining all the above inequalitites:
pˆua ≤ Xua + ǫ1 + sua
√√√√√√(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub)
(
XuaXbc +
Z
|
ua,ub,bc
−XuaY |ub,bc−XbcY
|
ua,ub
Xub
)
Y
|
ub,bc −XuaXbc
16
·

(
1 + 3ǫ1
∆2
4
)(
1 + sua
14
p3
min
∆2
4
ǫ1
)
1− sua 3ǫ1∆2
4


1
2
≤ pua + ǫ1 + puas2ua
(
6
∆2
+
28
p3min∆
2
+
6
∆2
)
· ǫ1 + o(ǫ1)
≤ pua + 41
p3min∆
2
· ǫ1 + o(ǫ1).
We can conclude by symmetry.
Since 41
p3min∆
2 · ǫ1 ≥ 19∆2 · ǫ1, we conclude that we can know pua within precision ǫ = 41p3min∆2 · ǫ1
regardless of the degree of u.
Theorem F. Under Conditions 1 and 2„ with probability 1 − δ, with M = N ·
412
p6min∆
4·ǫ2 log
(
12N2
δ
)
= O (Nǫ2 log (Nδ )) samples, we can learn all the edges of the mixture of
the graphs within precision ǫ.
Proof. We pick ǫ = 41
p3
min
∆2
· ǫ1. We use Claim E to bound the quantity Pr(Mu < M2N ), and Claim
F and G to bound Pr(|pˆua − pua| > 41p3
min
∆2
· ǫ1|Mu ≥ M2N ). For (u, a) edge of the graph:
Pr(|pˆua − pua| > ǫ) ≤ Pr(|pˆua − pua| > ǫ|Mu < M
2n
) · Pr(Mu < M
2N
)
+ Pr(|pˆua − pua| > ǫ|Mu ≥ M
2n
) · Pr(Mu ≥ M
2N
)
≤ 1 · 2e−2 M2N + Pr(|pˆua − pua| > ǫ|Mu ≥ M
2N
) · 1
≤ δ
12N2
+ Pr(|pˆua − pua| > 41
p3min∆
2
· ǫ1|Mu ≥ M
2N
)
≤ δ
12N2
+
δ
12N2
≤ δ
6N2
.
We conclude by union bound on the six estimators involved for all the pairs of nodes in the graph,
for a total of at most 6N2 estimators.
B.4 Complete graph on three nodes
In this section, we prove it is possible to recover the weights of a mixture on three nodes, as long
as there are at least three edges in E1 ∪ E2. Since no node is of degree 3, no node is a star vertex,
and since there are less than four nodes, no node is a line vertex, and we can not use the techniques
developped above for connected graphs on four vertices or more. However, we can still use very
similar proofs techniques. Suppose the vertices of V are 1, 2 and 3.
Definition E. We reuse the quantities defined for star vertices:
• For i, j distinct in {1, 2, 3}, Xˆij =
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1i→j,i∈Im0
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1i∈Im0
→M→∞ Xij = pij+qij2 .
• For i, j, k distinct in {1, 2, 3}, Yij,ik =
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1i→j,i→k,i∈Im0
1
M
∑
M
m=1 1u∈Im0
→M→∞ Yij,ik =
pijpik+qijqik
2 .
Even though neither 1, 2 or 3 is a star vertex, we can write the same kind of system of equations as
a star vertex would satisfy. In particular:
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|pij − qij |
2
=
√
(Yij,ik −Xijik)(Yji,jk −XjiXjk)
Yki,kj −XkiXkj .
Resolving the sign ambiguity as previoulsy (Lemma 3), this finally yields:
pij = Xij + sij
√
(Yij,ik −Xijik)(Yji,jk −XjiXjk)
Yki,kj −XkiXkj ,
qij = Xij + sij
√
(Yij,ik −Xijik)(Yji,jk −XjiXjk)
Yki,kj −XkiXkj .
C Lower Bound
In this section, we prove a lower bound for learning the weights of the mixture. The proof follows
the general idea of [24]. In particular, we recall their definition of correlation decay:
Definition F. Let G = (V,E) be a weighted graph with weight rij for edge (i, j). We say G has
correlation decay if there exists γ such that:
∀i ∈ V,
∑
k∈V
rki < 1− γ.
We define a quantity which will be useful for our analysis:
Definition G. For each edge (i, j) in the graph, for each cascadem, we define:
Zmi,j = Time at which i infect j during cascadem.
Z = {Zmi,j}1≤m≤Mi,j∈V .
Note that this time can be infinite if i did not infect j. We also define:
Som = Source of cascadem.
So = {Som}1≤m≤M .
We notice that Sm and {Zmij }i,j∈V contain all the information we get from cascadem. Let Gˆ be the
reconstructed graph we build from all theM epidemic cascades, and let G be the set of all possible
mixture of weighted graph. Since we want to recover each edge within precision ǫ, if ǫ < pmin, we
have:
|G| =
(
1 +
1− pmin
ǫ
)N(N−1)
2
≥
(
1− pmin
ǫ
)N(N−1)
2
SupposeG is drawn uniformly from G. Let write H(A) to be the entropy of the random variable A.
Let δ be the probability that our algorithm fails. We have:
log(|G|) = H(G)
= I(G; Gˆ) +H(G|Gˆ)
(data processing inequality) ≤ I(G;So, Z) +H(G|Gˆ)
(independent cascades) ≤M · I(G;So1, {Z1ij}i,j∈V ) +H(G|Gˆ)
(I(X,Y ) ≤ H(X)) ≤M ·
N∑
i,j=1,i6=j
H(So1, {Z1ij}i,j∈V ) +H(G|Gˆ)
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(Fano’s inequality) ≤M ·
N∑
i,j=1,i6=j
H(So1, {Z1ij}i,j∈V ) + (1 + δ log(|G|))
(H(X,Y ) ≤ H(X) +H(Y )) ≤M ·

H(So1) + N∑
i,j=1,i6=j
H({Z1ij}i,j∈V )

+ (1 + δ log(|G|))
Similarly to [24], we have:
Claim H. We prove the following inequalities:
1. Pr(Z1ij = t+ 1) ≤ 1N (1− γ)t.
2. H(Z1ij) ≤ 1N 6 log(N)γ(1−γ) .
3. H(So1) = log(N).
Proof. 1. Z1ij = t + 1 only if i got infected at time t, which happens with probability at
most 1N (1 − γ)t thanks to correlation decay, as seen in the proof of Lemma 1 of [24] (in
Appendix A).
2. From the proof in Appendix D.1 of [24], we have H(Z1ij) ≤
1
N
[
1
1−γ
(
log(N)−
(
1−γ
γ
)2
log(1 − γ)
)
−
(
1− 1Nγ
)
log
(
1− 1Nγ
)]
. Then:
H(Z1ij) ≤
1
N
[
1
1− γ
(
log(N)−
(
1− γ
γ
)2
log(1− γ)
)
−
(
1− 1
Nγ
)
log
(
1− 1
Nγ
)]
≤ 1
N
[
1
1− γ
(
log(N) + 2
(1− γ)2
γ
)
+ 1 · 2
Nγ
]
≤ 1
N
6 log(N)
γ(1− γ) .
3. Finally, So1 is uniformly drawn amongN possible values, soH(So1) = log(N).
Plugging Claim H into the equations above:
M ≥ (1− δ) log(|G|) − 1
H(S1) +
∑N
i,j=1,i6=j H({Z1ij}i,j∈V )
≥ (1− δ)
N(N−1)
2 log(
1−pmin
ǫ )− 1
log(N) +
∑N
i,j=1,i6=j
1
N
6 log(N)
γ(1−γ)
≥ γ(1− γ) (1− δ)
N(N−1)
2 log(
1−pmin
ǫ )− 1
(N − 1)7 log(N)
= Ω
(
γ
N log
(
1
ǫ
)
log(N)
)
.
We therefore have established the following lower bound:
Theorem G. We need at least Ω
(
γ
N log( 1ǫ )
log(N)
)
samples to learn a mixture of graphs that have
correlation decay from epidemic cascades within precision ǫ.
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D Learning graphs with biased mixture priors with known bias α
In this section we provide the primitives required for LEARNSTAR and LEARNLINE, when the first
mixture occurs with probability α and the second mixture with probability (1− α).
Notations: In this section, to avoid clutter in notation we use i, j and k to be all distinct unless men-
tioned otherwise. Also, let σ({a, b, c}) = {(a, b, c), (b, c, a), (c, a, b)} denote all the permutations
of a, b, and c.
Claim I. If a and b are two distinct nodes of V1 ∩ V2 such that (a, b) ∈ E1 ∩E2 then under general
mixture modelXab = αpab + (1− α)qab.
Fuither, when the four nodes u, a, b and c forms a star graph (Fig. 1a) with u in the center under
general mixture model
1) ∀i, j ∈ {a, b, c}, i, j 6= u, Yui,uj = αpuipuj + (1− α)quiquj ,
2) Zua,ub,uc = αpuapubpuc + (1− α)quaqubquc.
Finally, when the four nodes u, a, b and c forms a line graph (Fig. 1b) under general mixture model
1) Y
|
ua,ub = αpuapub + (1− α)quaqub, 2) Y |ub,bc = αpubpbc + (1− α)qubqbc,
3) Z
|
ua,ub,bc = αpuapubpbc + (1− α)quaqubqbc.
The proof of the above claim is omitted as it follows closely the proofs of Claim 1, 2, and 3.
D.1 Star Graph
We now present the following two lemmas which recover the weights pui,and qui for all i ∈ {a, b, c}
in the star graph (Fig. 1a), and the general mixture parameter α, respectively.
Lemma J (Weights of General Star Graph). Under Conditions 1 and 2, in the setting of infinite
samples, for the star structure (u, a, b, c) with u as the central vertex the weight of any edge (u, a)
is given by:
pua = Xua + sua
√
1−α
α
√
(Yua,ub −XuaXub)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc)
Yub,uc −XubXuc
qua = Xua − sua
√
α
1−α
√
(Yua,ub −XuaXub)(Yua,uc −XuaXuc)
Yub,uc −XubXuc
where sua ∈ {−1, 1} and b, c ∈ N1(u) ∩N2(u) such that b, c 6= a, b 6= c.
Proof. We notice that for r 6= j ∈ {a, b, c}
(Yui,uj −XuiXuj) = (αpuipuj + (1− α)quiquj)− (αpui + (1− α)qui) (αpuj + (1− α)quj)
= α(1 − α)(pui − qui)(puj − quj).
The rest of the proof follows the same steps as given in the proof of Lemma 1 with the above
modification.
LemmaK (Sign Ambiguity Star Graph). Under Conditions 1 and 2, in the setting of infinite samples,
for edges (u, a), (u, b) for the star structure (u, a, b, c) with u as the central vertex, the sign pattern
sua, sub satisfy the following relation.
subsua = sgn(Yua,ub −XuaXub).
Proof. The proof of the first statement follows the same logic as the proof of Lemma ??, after noting
that sgn(α(1− α)) = 1 for α ∈ (0, 1).
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D.2 Line Graph
We now present the recovery of parameters in the case of a line graph with knowledge of α
Lemma L (Weights of General Line Graph). Under Conditions 1 and 2, in the setting of infinite
samples, the weights of the edges (u, a), and (u, b) for a line graph a− u− b− c can be learned in
closed form (as given in the proof), as a function of
(1) the mixture parameter α,
(2) estimators Xua, Xub,Xbc, Y
|
ua,ub, Y
|
ub,bc, and Z
|
ua,ub,bc,
(3) one variable sub ∈ {−1,+1}.
Proof. We first note that we have access to the following three relations
1) (Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub) = α(1 − α)(pua − qua)(pub − qub)
2) (Y
|
ub,bc −XubXbc) = α(1 − α)(pub − qub)(pbc − qbc)
3) (Z
|
ua,ub,bc +XuaXubXbc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub)
= α(1 − α)((1 − α)pub + αqub)(pua − qua)(pbc − qbc).
The first two inequalities follow similar to Lemma 2. We derive the final equality below.
Z
|
ua,ub,bc +XuaXubXbc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
= αpuapubpbc + (1− α)quaqubqbc
− (αpua + (1− α)qua)((αpubpbc + (1− α)qubqbc)− (αpbc + (1− α)qbc)((αpuapub + (1− α)quaqub)
+ (αpua + (1− α)qua)(αpub + (1− α)qub)(αpbc + (1− α)qbc)
= α(1− α)2puapubpbc + α2(1− α)quaqubqbc
− α(1 − α)2puapubqbc + α2(1− α)puaqubpbc − α(1 − α)2quapubpbc
− α2(1− α)quaqubpbc + α(1− α)2quapubqbc − α2(1− α)puaqubqbc
= α(1− α)((1 − α)pub + αqub)(pua − qua)(pbc − qbc)
Therefore, we obtain the following quadratic equation in pub and qub (unlike the α = 1/2 case it
cannot be easily reduced to a linear equation),
α(1− α)(pub − qub)2
((1 − α)pub + αqub) =
(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub)(Y |ub,bc −XubXbc)
(Z
|
ua,ub,bc +XuaXubXbc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub)
:= C
|
ub
Note thatXub = αpub + (1− α)qub, thus the above can be reduced to
α(1 − α)(pub −Xub)2/(1− α)2
(pub(1− 2α) + αXub)/(1− α) = C
|
ub
p2ub − 2
(
Xub +
(1−2α)
2α C
|
ub
)
pub = C
|
ubXub −X2ub
pub = Xub +
(1−2α)
2α C
|
ub + sub
√(
(1−2α)
2α C
|
ub
)2
+ 1−αα C
|
ubXub
qub = Xub − (1−2α)2(1−α)C
|
ub − sub
√(
(1−2α)
2(1−α)C
|
ub
)2
+ α1−αC
|
ubXub
We substitute in the above two equations θ and sα as defined below
α = 12 (1− sα
√
θ), (1− α) = 12 (1 + sα
√
θ), (1− 2α) = sα
√
θ.
From the substitution we obtain,
pub = Xub +
sα
√
θ(1+sα
√
θ)C
|
ub
(1−θ)
(
1 + sαsub
√
1 + (1−θ)Xub
θC
|
ub
)
qub = Xub − sα
√
θ(1−sα
√
θ)C
|
ub
(1−θ)
(
1 + sαsub
√
1 + (1−θ)Xub
θC
|
ub
)
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Next we use pub, and qub to obtain pua, and qua. Specifically, we have
α(1 − α)(pub − qub)(pua − qua) = (Y |ua,ub −XuaXub)
(pua − qua) =
4(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub)
sα
√
θ
(
1 + sαsub
√
1 + (1−θ)Xub
θC
|
ub
) .
Finally, we use the above relation to arrive at the required result.
pua = Xua +
2(1 + sα
√
θ)(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub)
sα
√
θ
(
1 + sαsub
√
1 + (1−θ)Xub
θC
|
ub
)
qua = Xua −
2(1− sα
√
θ)(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub)
sα
√
θ
(
1 + sαsub
√
1 + (1−θ)Xub
θC
|
ub
)
Lemma M (Sign Ambiguity Line graph on 5 nodes). Under Conditions 1 and 2, in the setting of
infinite samples, for a line structure a−u−b−c−d the sign patterns sub and sbc satisfy the relation,
subsbc = sgn(Y
|
ub,bc −XubXbc).
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the other sign ambiguity proofs.
D.3 Finite Sample Complexity
We start by observing that the Claim E still holds in the general case.
Claim J. If we can estimate Xua, Y
∗
ua,ub, Y
|
ua,ab and Z
|
ua,ub,bc within ǫ1, we can esti-
mate pua and qua within precision ǫ = O
(
ǫ1
min(α,(1−α))(1−2α) · 1∆5p3
min
min(∆,pmin)
)
=
O
(
ǫ1
min(α,(1−α))(1−2α) · 1∆5p3
min
min(∆,pmin)
)
.
Proof. The proof proceeds in a very similar manner as ClaimG. Following the derivations for pˆua
and qˆua in the proof of ClaimG, we can see that for the star primitive all the computation carry over
with a scaling of 4α(1−α) as we have Y
∗
ur,us −XurXus ≥ ∆2α(1− α) instead of∆2/4.
The line primitive presents with increased difficulty as the estimator is more complex. We first
observe that C|ub ≤ α(1− α) and C|ub ≥ α(1 − α)∆2. We recall that
Z
|
ua,ub,bc +XuaXubXbc −XuaY |ub,bc −XbcY |ua,ub
= α(1 − α)((1 − α)pub + αqub)(pua − qua)(pbc − qbc),
(Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub) = α(1 − α)(pua − qua)(pub − qub).
Let us assume the error in (Z |ua,ub,bc + XuaXubXbc − XuaY |ub,bc − XbcY |ua,ub)/(α(1 − α)) is
bounded as ǫd and the error in (Y
|
ua,ub −XuaXub)(Y |ub,bc −XubXbc)/(α(1−α)) is bounded as ǫn.
Therefore, we can bound |Cˆ|ub − C|ub| ≤ ǫ3 := C|ub
(
ǫn
α(1−α)∆4 +
ǫd
p3
min
∆4
)
+ o(ǫn) + o(ǫd).
2
We have ǫn ≤ 2ǫ1 and ǫd ≤ 3ǫ1 as all the estimators are assumed to have error bounded by ǫ1.
Therefore, we have ǫ3 = O( ǫ1p3min∆4 ).
2Here we use |x/y − xˆ/yˆ| ≤ x/y(δx/x+ δy/y +O(δxδy).
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Using the above bound in the expression of pua we can obtain,
|pˆua − pua| ≤ ǫ1 + 1−2αα ǫ3 +
((
(1−2α)
2α C
|
ub
)2
+ (1−α)α C
|
ubXub
)−1/2
×
×
(
2
(
(1−2α)
2α
)2
C
|
ubǫ3 +
(1−α)
α C
|
ubǫ1 +
(1−α)
α Xubǫ3
)
+ o(ǫ1) + o(ǫ3)
|pˆua − pua| ≤ ǫ1 + 1αǫ3 + 3ǫ3+ǫ1α(1−2α)min(∆,pmin)∆ + o(ǫ1) + o(ǫ3).
Therefore, using the estimate of ǫ3 we obtain,
|pˆua − pua| ≤ O
(
ǫ1(α(1 − 2α)∆5p3minmin(∆, pmin))−1
)
.
Finally, using union bound on all the estimators involved accross all possible edges, we can obtain
the error bound in the following Theorem H.
Theorem H. Suppose Condition 1 and 2 are true, there exists an algorithm that runs on epidemic
cascades over a mixture of two undirected, weighted graphs G1 = (V,E1) and G2 = (V,E2), and
recovers the edge weights corresponding to each graph up to precision ǫ in time O(N2) and sample
complexity O
(
N logN
ǫ2∆4
)
for α = 1/2 and O
(
N logN
ǫ2∆6(1−2α) min(α,1−α)
)
for general α ∈ (0, 1), α 6=
1/2, where N = |V |.
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